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We present an implementation and analysis of a stochastic high performance algorithm to cal-
culate the correlation energy of three dimensional periodic systems in second-order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2). In particular we measure the scaling behavior of the sample variance
and probe whether this stochastic approach is competitive if accuracies well below 1 meV per valence
orbital are required, as it is necessary for calculations of adsorption, binding, or surface energies.
The algorithm is based on the Laplace transformed MP2 (LTMP2) formulation in the plane wave
basis. The time-dependent Hartree-Fock orbitals, appearing in the LTMP2 formulation, are stochas-
tically rotated in the occupied and unoccupied Hilbert space. This avoids a full summation over
all combinations of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, as inspired by the work of D. Neuhauser, E.
Rabani, and R. Baer in J. Chem. Theory Comput. 9, 24 (2013). Additionally, correlated sampling
is introduced, accelerating the statistical convergence significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic algorithms are considered as a promising av-
enue to overcome the high computational effort in wave
function based methods in order to calculate the corre-
lation energy of molecules or solids. The computation
time can be reduced by introducing a statistical error.
The balance between computation time and statistical
error is determined by the sample variance. Hence, the
sample variance is the crucial quantity to probe whether
a stochastic algorithm can outperform deterministic ap-
proaches.
Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2) [1] is the simplest wave function based method
to calculate the correlation energy, but it already
exhibits the typical problem that it is computationally
fairly demanding due to the dependence on unoccupied
orbitals. Therefore MP2 serves as a very suitable test
candidate for new algorithms. An implementation of
the canonical MP2 formulation [2] leads to a quintic
scaling with the system size, whereas a quartic scaling
is possible in the Green’s function formulation [3] and
in the Laplace transformed formulation [4, 5]. This
steep scaling is particularly problematic if accurate MP2
energies for three dimensional periodic materials are
desired. Despite its computational complexity, MP2 is of
high interest in computational chemistry and materials
physics [6–26], as it captures most of the correlation
energy and covers covalent, ionic, and van der Waals
interactions.
To overcome this high computational demand, many
attempts for improvements have been made for periodic
systems in the recent past. Full periodic MP2 codes
in the plane wave basis for three dimensional systems
are available in Ref. [5, 27, 28] where a quartic scal-
ing was reached without approximations in [5]. Local
MP2 approaches (LMP2) [29–31] exploit the locality of
the atomic orbitals, and the resolution of identity ap-
proximation (RI) [32] aims for a faster evaluation of two-
electron integrals. Both RI and LMP2 are combined in
Ref. [33–35]. High performance codes, designed to per-
form the MP2 calculations on large super computers, are
also discussed in Ref. [5, 36]. The very early attempts
for periodic MP2 calculations should also be mentioned
here [37, 38].
Also several stochastic approaches have been imple-
mented for MP2, including real space Monte Carlo inte-
grations of Green’s functions [3, 39], stochastic orbitals
[40], a guided stochastic energy-domain formulation [41],
and a stochastic formulation of the resolution of iden-
tity [42]. Neuhauser, Baer, and Zgid recently published
a similar algorithm as the one we use here [43]. Their al-
gorithm can be even extended to self-consistent Green’s
functions and finite temperature.
In this work we present a stochastic MP2 approach
which is inspired by the work of Neuhauser et. al. [40].
Based on the unitary invariant Laplace transformed MP2
formulation (LTMP2), the time-dependent HF orbitals
are rotated stochastically in the Hilbert space. The
LTMP2 expression is then evaluated with these stochas-
tic orbitals in the plane wave basis, giving a stochastic
energy whose expectation value is the MP2 energy. As
an extension we implemented correlated sampling which
drastically speeds up the calculation. The algorithm is
highly parallelized with MPI and OpenMP. One of our
main objectives is to study the scaling of the variance
with the system size and whether this method is com-
petitive on systems with about 100 valence orbitals when
absolute accuracies below 1 meV per valence orbital are
required, like for adsorption energies, binding energies,
or surface energies. If a fixed absolute statistical er-
ror, independent of the system size, is desired, the al-
gorithm scales cubically with system size, whereas linear
scaling can be observed in the case of a fixed relative
statistical error (per valence orbital). The algorithm is
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [44, 45].
The subsequent Sec. II contains a brief repetition of
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2the canonical and Laplace transformed MP2 formulation.
Also, stochastic orbitals and correlated sampling are in-
troduced. In Sec. III a comprehensive description of the
implementation and a theoretical analysis of the system
size scaling is presented. The benchmark calculations,
where we study the competitivity of our algorithm, are
provided in Sec. IV.
II. THEORY
A. Laplace transformed MP2
The text book expression of the MP2 correlation en-
ergy [2],
E(2) =
1
2
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈ij|ab〉[〈ab|ij〉 − 〈ab|ji〉]
εi + εj − εa − εb , (1)
is usually derived using Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturba-
tion theory for the ground state energy of the many-
body Hamiltonian on top of Hartree-Fock (HF). To low-
est order the perturbation series yields the HF energy,
EHF = E
(0) + E(1). Hence the lowest order correction
for the correlation energy is given by the MP2 energy,
E(2). In Eq. (1), i, j and a, b denote the occupied and
unoccupied (virtual) HF spin-orbitals, and the ε’s are the
HF spin-orbital energies. The two-electron integrals are
identified with
〈ij|ab〉 =
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′
ϕ∗i (r)ϕ
∗
j (r
′)ϕa(r)ϕb(r′)
|r − r′| , (2)
where we have used Hartree atomic units.
It is common to divide the MP2 expression into the di-
rect MP2 energy, E(2)d , containing 〈ij|ab〉〈ab|ij〉 and the
exchange MP2 energy, E(2)x , containing −〈ij|ab〉〈ab|ji〉.
If closed-shell systems are considered the direct and ex-
change MP2 energy can be written as
E
(2)
d = 2
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈ij|ab〉〈ab|ij〉
εi + εj − εa − εb , (3)
E(2)x = −
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈ij|ab〉〈ab|ji〉
εi + εj − εa − εb , (4)
where the indices now only describe spatial orbitals in-
stead of spin-orbitals.
For the sake of a compact notation we present deriva-
tions only for the exchange MP2 energy. All derivations
can be applied to the direct MP2 energy in the same way.
For periodic systems the indices i, j and a, b have to
be understood as compound indices containing the band
index, the crystal wave vector, and the spin. However,
for simplicity we restrict to periodic systems given by
large supercells in order to avoid the extensive notation
for the k-point sampling of the Brillouine zone. Hence,
in this work, the Brillouine zone is sampled only by the
Γ-point.
As discussed by Almlöf [4] the canonical MP2 expres-
sion (1) can be reformulated by a Laplace transform such
that the orbitals do not have to be restricted to HF or-
bitals but any set of orbitals obtained by a unitary trans-
formation of time-evolved HF orbitals can be used. In
the first step, the energy denominator is rewritten as a
Laplace transform, i.e. 1/x = − ∫∞
0
exτdτ, x < 0,
E(2)x =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈ij|ab〉〈ab|ji〉e(εi+εj−εa−εb)τ dτ .
(5)
Note that (εi+εj−εa−εb) is always negative for gapped
systems. In practice the integration over τ is imple-
mented by a quadrature [46, 47],
∫∞
0
... dτ ≈ ∑τ wτ ...,
where wτ is a weighting factor. According to our expe-
rience, six τ -points are sufficient for all materials in this
work when the τ -point meshes of [47] are employed. In
the next step, time-dependent HF orbitals are defined by
|φτi 〉 = eεiτ/2|i〉 , |φτa〉 = e−εaτ/2|a〉 , , (6)
which relates to the square root of the Green’s function√|G(τ)| in Ref. 43. This gives rise to the formulation
E(2)x =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈φτi φτj |φτaφτb 〉〈φτaφτb |φτjφτi 〉dτ , (7)
which is invariant under unitary transformations of the
time-dependent HF orbitals. This invariance can be rec-
ognized by defining a new set of unitary transformed
time-dependent orbitals via
|ψτi 〉 =
occ.∑
k
uik|φτk〉 , |ψτa〉 =
virt.∑
c
vac|φτc 〉 , (8)
where u and v are two arbitrary unitary matrices in the
occupied and unoccupied manifold, respectively. After
replacing all φ’s by ψ’s in Eq. (7), the unitary matrices
lead to Kronecker deltas that take care of the invariance:
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈ψτi ψτj |ψτaψτb 〉〈ψτaψτb |ψτj ψτi 〉
=
occ.∑
ij
k1...k4
virt.∑
ab
c1...c4
〈φτk1φτk2 |φτc1φτc2〉〈φτc3φτc4 |φτk3φτk4〉
× u∗ik1uik4︸ ︷︷ ︸
δk1k4
u∗jk2ujk3︸ ︷︷ ︸
δk2k3
vac1v
∗
ac3︸ ︷︷ ︸
δc1c3
vbc2v
∗
bc4︸ ︷︷ ︸
δc2c4
=
occ.∑
ij
virt.∑
ab
〈φτi φτj |φτaφτb 〉〈φτaφτb |φτjφτi 〉 (9)
3B. Laplace transformed MP2 with stochastic
orbitals in the plane wave basis
When random coefficients and expectation values are
used, the Kronecker deltas in Eq. (9) can be generated
by yet another transformation, which, for MP2, was first
published by Neuhauser et al. [40]. Consider a set of in-
dependent complex random coefficients {pi} where both
the real and imaginary parts are uniformly distributed
over the range [−√3/2,+√3/2], such that we find for
the expectation values E[pi] = 0 and E[p∗i pi] = 1. We can
then write the Kronecker delta as an expectation value:
δij = E[p∗i pj ]. Note that the upright letter E[...] stands
for an expectation value, whereas energies are written by
the italic letter E. If we plug this definition of Kronecker
deltas into the third line of Eq. (9), we find that the
MP2 energy can be written as an expectation value of
stochastic energies Xτ ,
E(2)x =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
E[Xτ ] dτ , (10)
where
Xτ = 〈κτλτ |ατβτ 〉〈ατβτ |λτκτ 〉 , (11)
with the stochastic orbitals
|κτ 〉 =
occ.∑
i
pi|φτi 〉 , |λτ 〉 =
occ.∑
i
qi|φτi 〉 ,
|ατ 〉 =
virt.∑
a
ra|φτa〉 , |βτ 〉 =
virt.∑
a
sa|φτa〉 . (12)
Here {pi}, {qi}, {ra}, and {sa} are independent sets of
uniformly distributed complex random coefficients as de-
scribed above. The main idea is to generate a sufficiently
large sample of the stochastic energies Xτ in order to ob-
tain a reliable estimation for the expectation value E[Xτ ]
and therefore an estimation for the MP2 energy.
In this work, we assume that the occupied and virtual
HF orbitals and energies are available through a preced-
ing HF calculation. The HF orbitals are stored in the
plane wave basis, {〈G|i〉, 〈G|a〉}, where G is a reciprocal
lattice vector. In VASP the number of lattice vectors G
is truncated by a cutoff, Ecut (ENCUT flag in VASP), such
that G2/2 < Ecut. Also the number of orbitals (sum of
occupied plus unoccupied) is limited to the same number
as the number of reciprocal lattice vectors.
In order to calculate a single stochastic energy Xτ in
Eq. (11), the stochastic orbitals are set up in the plane
wave basis using (12) and (6), e.g.
〈G|κτ 〉 =
occ.∑
i
pieεiτ/2〈G|i〉 . (13)
The two-electron integrals in (11) are evaluated in recip-
rocal space as
〈κτλτ |ατβτ 〉 = 1
Ω
Eauxcut∑
G
4pi
G2
〈κτ |e−iGrˆ|ατ 〉〈λτ |e+iGrˆ|βτ 〉 .
(14)
Note that here the reciprocal lattice vectors are limited
by an auxiliary cutoff, Eauxcut (ENCUTGW flag in VASP),
which is usually equal to 23Ecut. Also, Ω is the volume of
the system and 〈κτ |e−iGrˆ|ατ 〉 are so called overlap den-
sities which are defined by
〈κτ |e−iGrˆ|ατ 〉 =
∫
Ω
d3r 〈κτ |r〉〈r|ατ 〉 e−iGr
= FG[{〈κτ |r〉〈r|ατ 〉}] , (15)
where the stochastic orbitals in real space can easily be
obtained by a Fourier transform,
{〈r|κτ 〉} = F−1r [{〈G|κτ 〉}] . (16)
In this way, a stochastic energy Xτ can be calculated for
a given τ -point.
C. Variance and error
To estimate the expectation value of the sample for a
given τ -point, E[Xτ ], the mean, µτn, is calculated by
µτn =
1
n
n∑
l=1
Xτl , (17)
where n is the number of all generated stochastic energies
of this sample, since µτn → E[Xτ ] as n→∞. To measure
the reliability of this estimation for finite n, the error of
the mean is estimated via
δµτn =
στn√
n
. (18)
Here στn is an estimate for the standard deviation of
the samples, obeying στn →
√
Var[Xτ ] as n → ∞, and
Var[Xτ ] = E
[
(Xτ − E[Xτ ])2]. In practice the standard
deviation, στn, is calculated using Welford’s algorithm
[48]. Since the MP2 energy is the sum over the inde-
pendent expectation values of all τ -points,
E(2)x =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
E[Xτ ]dτ ≈ 1
2
∑
τ
wτ E[Xτ ] , (19)
the statistical error of the MP2 energy is simply esti-
mated by the formula for the propagation of error,
δE(2)x =
1
2
√∑
τ
(wτ δµτn)
2 . (20)
In general, the system size scaling of the sample vari-
ance, (στn)2, plays an important role for the prefactor and
4the system size scaling of the computation time. If the
variance obeys a polynomial system size scaling with the
power cvar, we can conclude that the number, n, of neces-
sary stochastic energies follows exactly the same scaling
behavior if the statistical error should be kept constant
[see Eq. (18)]. Moreover, let the calculation time of a
single stochastic energy, Xτ , have a polynomial system
size scaling to the power of crnd. The total scaling of
the computation time is then polynomial with the power
cvar + crnd. Thus, due to Eq. (18), the sample variance
has a strong impact on both the scaling and the prefactor
of the algorithm, making the variance the key quantity
that determines whether the stochastic approach is com-
petitive.
D. Correlated sampling
For correlated sampling we calculate a set of stochas-
tic orbitals |κτθ 〉, |λτθ 〉, |ατθ 〉, |βτθ 〉, as indicated by the new
index θ = 1, ..., Nθ. Clearly, the vectors of random co-
efficients, pi, qi, ra, sa, in Eq. (12) have to be replaced
by matrices of random coefficients piθ, qiθ, raθ, saθ. To
calculate a sample we can now write
Xτ = 〈κτθλτθ′ |ατθβτθ′〉〈ατθβτθ′ |λτθ′κτθ 〉 , (21)
which is equal to uncorrelated sampling of Eq. (11) as
long as θ = θ′, but activates correlated sampling when
combinations of θ 6= θ′ are allowed. Hence, a larger sam-
ple can be calculated with the same amount of stochastic
orbitals. Comparable sampling techniques for MP2 were
applied in Ref. [41, 49]. Since the generation of stochastic
orbitals has a steeper system size scaling than the eval-
uation of the two-electron integrals, correlated sampling
leads to a significant speed up. This will be discussed in
detail in the next section.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithm presented in this paper is implemented
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). Since
VASP is designed for periodic systems, it naturally rests
upon the plane wave basis. The basis set size can thus
easily be controlled by the plane wave cutoff Ecut. Hence,
we can focus on the statistical fluctuations and no addi-
tional error has to be considered, as it appears in local
correlation methods. On the other hand, we forgo the
benefits of localized basis sets, which reportedly allow to
sample energy differences accurately even using a small
number of stochastic orbitals [43]. Furthermore, as ev-
ery method in VASP, the implementation is based on the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method. However, for
brevity, the PAW is ignored in all formulas of this work.
A. Algorithm and scaling
The algorithm can be divided into three simple parts:
for each τ -point (i) calculate the stochastic orbitals (13)
from the HF orbitals, (ii) calculate the overlap densities
(15), (iii) calculate the two-electron integrals (14) using
the overlap densities, and the stochastic energy (11) and
update the statistics. Repeat this procedure until the
error of the mean for this τ -point is below the desired
threshold. In the following, correlated sampling is con-
sidered, i.e. the additional index θ comes into play, as
introduced in Sec. IID. Pseudocode of the algorithm can
be found in Fig. 1.
In step (i), Nθ stochastic orbitals are calculated using
BLAS level 3 routines and stored in memory, where Nθ
is user given. The scaling with computation time and
memory reads
|κτθ 〉, |λτθ 〉 ∼
{
O(NθNGNi) in time
O(NθNr) in memory, (22)
|ατθ 〉, |βτθ 〉 ∼
{
O(NθNGNa) in time
O(NθNr) in memory. (23)
Here, NG is the number of reciprocal lattice vectors lim-
ited by the cutoff Ecut, and Ni and Na are the number of
occupied and virtual HF orbitals, respectively. The num-
ber of real space grid points, Nr, determines the memory
scaling when the stochastic orbitals are Fourier trans-
formed to real space to calculate the overlap densities.
Since the number of τ -points is largely independent of
the system size, we ignore this factor in the analysis.
For step (ii), the following overlap densities have to be
calculated for the stochastic energies (21):
〈κτθ |e−iGrˆ|ατθ 〉
〈βτθ |e−iGrˆ|λτθ 〉
∼ O(NθNauxG lnNauxG ) in time, (24)
〈ατθ |e−iGrˆ|λτθ′〉
〈κτθ |e−iGrˆ|βτθ′〉
∼ O(N2θNauxG lnNauxG ) in time, (25)
where NauxG is the number of reciprocal lattice vectors
limited by the auxiliary cutoff Eauxcut . Note that the first
two overlap densities involve only one θ index, whereas
the last two overlap densities have to be calculated for
combinations of θ and θ′. It is also worth mentioning,
that for the direct MP2 energy, only the first two overlap
densities (24) are necessary. Thus, in each loop cycle the
algorithm checks, whether the accuracy of the exchange
energy was already reached, in order to decide whether
the computation of the more expensive overlap densities
(25) is necessary. Since the variance of the direct MP2
energy turns out to be larger than the variance of the ex-
change energy, this approach leads to a significant speed
up of the algorithm.
Having the overlap densities we can calculate the
stochastic energies (iii) that scale as
〈κτθλτθ′ |ατθβτθ′〉〈ατθβτθ′ |λτθ′κτθ 〉 ∼ O(N2θNauxG ) (26)
5for all τ do
while δµ > stop criterion do
# (i) stochastic orbitals
piθ, qiθ, raθ, saθ = random ∀i, a, θ
piθ = piθ · e+εiτ/2 ∀i, θ
qiθ = qiθ · e+εiτ/2 ∀i, θ
raθ = raθ · e−εaτ/2 ∀a, θ
saθ = saθ · e−εaτ/2 ∀a, θ
〈G|κθ〉 =
∑occ
i 〈G|i〉piθ
〈G|λθ〉 =
∑occ
i 〈G|i〉qiθ
〈G|αθ〉 =
∑virt
a 〈G|a〉raθ
〈G|βθ〉 =
∑virt
a 〈G|a〉saθ
{〈r|κθ〉} = FFT−1r [{〈G|κθ〉}]
{〈r|λθ〉} = FFT−1r [{〈G|λθ〉}]
{〈r|αθ〉} = FFT−1r [{〈G|αθ〉}]
{〈r|βθ〉} = FFT−1r [{〈G|βθ〉}]
for all θ do
# (ii) overlap densities
ρ(1)θ (G) = FFTG[〈κθ|r〉〈r|αθ〉]
ρ(2)θ (G) = FFTG[〈βθ|r〉〈r|λθ〉]
for all θ′ do
ρ(3)θθ′(G) = FFTG[〈αθ|r〉〈r|λθ′〉]
ρ(4)θθ′(G) = FFTG[〈κθ|r〉〈r|βθ′〉]
# (iii) stochastic energies
d =
∑Eauxcut
G
4pi
G2 ρ
(1)
θ (G)ρ
(2)
θ′ (G)
∗
x =
∑Eauxcut
G
4pi
G2 ρ
(3)
θθ′(G)ρ
(4)
θθ′(G)
∗
X = x · d
D = −2|d|2
end for
end for
Update mean µ
Update error δµ
end while
E
(2)
d = E
(2)
d + wτµ(D)
E
(2)
x = E
(2)
x + wτµ(X)
end for
Figure 1. Pseudocode of the MP2 algorithm with stochastic
orbitals. Note that the HF orbitals, |i〉, |a〉, and energies,
εi, εa, stem from a preceding HF calculation.
in time. The prefactor of this step (iii) is small compared
to that of (ii), since step (ii) involves FFTs, whereas here
only summations over reciprocal lattice vectors are per-
formed.
With this at hand one can calculate the actual scaling
of the algorithm with the system size (independent ofNθ)
and demonstrate the benefit of the correlated sampling.
For a given system and fixed absolute statistical error,
the sample size reads n = nLN2θ , where nL is the number
of loop cycles of the steps (i)-(iii), since the variance is
independent of Nθ (as will be shown in Sec. IVB). With
(22)-(26) we can then write the computation time as a
function of Nθ:
T (Nθ) = 2γBLAS
n
Nθ
NG(Na +Ni) (i)
+ 2γFFTn
(
1 +
1
N θ
)
NauxG lnN
aux
G (ii) (27)
+ γnNauxG (iii) .
Here γBLAS, γFFT, and γ are the prefactors of the BLAS
routines, fast Fourier transforms, and simple multiplica-
tions, respectively. Equation (27) shows clearly that cor-
related sampling (increasing Nθ) asymptotically reduces
the computation time. In this approach the largest pos-
sible Nθ is given by nL = 1 ⇒ n = N2θ such that the
entire sample is generated in one single loop cycle and
only Nθ stochastic orbitals have to be generated for the
MP2 calculation. In this optimal case the computation
time reduces to
T (Nθ =
√
n) ≈ 2γBLAS
√
nNGNa (i)
+ 2γFFTnN
aux
G lnN
aux
G (ii) (28)
+ γnNauxG (iii) ,
where we have assumed Ni/Na  1 and 1/
√
n  1.
Later, in Sec. IVA, we will show that the sample variance
and therefore also the sample size, n, scales quadratically
with the system size, if a fixed absolute statistical error
is imposed. Thus, Eq. (28) shows, that each step of the
algorithm possesses a cubic scaling with the system size.
If only a fixed relative error is required, then the sam-
ple size can be chosen independently of the system size
and the scaling reduces to a largely quadratic scaling of
step (i). In practice, however, the computation time is
dominated by the linear scaling of step (ii), as long as
γFFT
γBLAS
> 1.84 · Na√
n
(29)
where NG/NauxG ≈ 1.84 was assumed, following from the
mentioned ratio Eauxcut = 2Ecut/3. It is only this scenario
of a fixed relative error in combination with a moderate
system size where approximate "linear scaling" can be
expected.
Furthermore, we want to stress how the correlated sam-
pling is responsible for the reduction to a cubical scaling
in the case of a fixed absolute statistical error. For this,
we look at the speed up which can be obtained by the
correlated sampling,
T (Nθ = 1)
T (Nθ =
√
n)
∼ Na . (30)
We conclude, that the possible speed up due to corre-
lated sampling increases linearly with the system size.
This, and the fact that the variance and, therefore, the
sample size scale quadratically, is the reason why a cubic
scaling of the stochastic MP2 algorithm can be achieved.
Without correlated sampling the generation of stochastic
orbitals (i) would be the dominant step, yielding for the
entire algorithm a quartic scaling behavior.
6Also, the key differences between this approach and
the method by Neuhauser [40] can now be summarized
as follows. We use the exact HF orbitals in the plane
wave basis as the starting point, instead of generating
completely random functions that are purified to the oc-
cupied or unoccupied space. Our HF orbitals stem from
a full HF calculation where the Fock-matrix is not to be
assumed as sparse. The stochastic orbitals are propa-
gated in imaginary time instead of real time by a simple
multiplication and no application of the Fock matrix is
necessary. Additionally, we introduced correlated sam-
pling, which reduces the seemingly most expensive step
of generating stochastic orbitals from HF orbitals to a
less relevant contribution to the computation time (see
Eq. (27) or Fig. (3)).
B. Complex vs. real random coefficients
In Sec. II B the stochastic orbitals were introduced as
linear combinations of time-dependent HF orbitals with
uniformly distributed random complex numbers as co-
efficients. Instead of complex random coefficients, also
real random coefficients can be used. In the case of Γ-
only sampling of the Brillouine zone, the spatial HF or-
bitals are real, hence, the stochastic orbitals would in-
herit this property, if only real random coefficients are
used. For calculations in the plane wave basis, real
spatial orbitals are beneficial, since the overlap densi-
ties have to be calculated only for half of the number of
plane wave vectors. This is a consequence of the iden-
tity 〈ψ|e−iGrˆ|ϕ〉 = 〈ψ|e+iGrˆ|ϕ〉∗, for real spatial orbitals
ψ,ϕ. Also, the orbitals are stored only for half of the
plane wave coefficients, since 〈G|ϕ〉 = 〈−G|ϕ〉∗ for any
real spatial orbital ϕ. Hence, the computational effort to
calculate a stochastic energy, Xτ , is halved in time and
memory for all three steps, (i)-(iii), of the algorithm.
However, this comes at the price of a larger variance.
This can be estimated by calculating the variance of the
stochastic approximation of the Kronecker deltas, where
the random coefficients were introduced initially. As de-
scribed in Sec. II B, the Kronecker deltas are approx-
imated as expectation values δii = 1 = E[z∗z], where
z = a + ib is a random complex number whose real
and imaginary part are uniformly distributed over the
range [−√3/2,+√3/2]. The variance can be calculated
as Var[z∗z] = E[(z∗z − 1)2] = 0.4. If instead only real
random coefficients are used, the Kronecker deltas are ap-
proximated as δii = 1 = E[r2], where r is a uniformly dis-
tributed real random number over the range [−√3,+√3].
But in this case the variance is twice as large as in the
case of complex numbers, Var[r2] = E[(r2 − 1)2] = 0.8.
Analytically, it is not possible to conclude whether the
variance of the stochastic MP2 algorithm also doubles,
when real instead of complex random coefficients are em-
ployed. However, in Sec. IVE we present a comparison
of stochastic MP2 runs using real and complex random
coefficients, confirming that the variance roughly doubles
for real random coefficients.
C. Internal cutoff extrapolation
It is known, that the correlation energy for wave-
function based methods like MP2 or RPA (random phase
approximation) converges slowly with respect to the basis
set size (plane wave cutoff). However, the exact asymp-
totic behavior for large plane wave cutoffs is also know
and can be exploited for an internal cutoff extrapolation.
In this work, the cutoff that controls the basis set size of
the calculations of the two-electron integrals (14) is Eauxcut
and according to Ref. [50, 51] the asymptotic behavior
reads,
E(2)(Eauxcut )− E(2)(Eauxcut =∞) ∼ (Eauxcut )−3/2 . (31)
The internal cutoff extrapolation calculates the two-
electron integrals for the user given cutoff Eauxcut and also
for a certain number (8 in this work) of smaller cutoffs on
the fly. This set of MP2 energies can be extrapolated to
infinity according to Eq. (31). A detailed description of
this extrapolation scheme can be found in Sec. III.D in
Ref. [5], where it was implemented for our deterministic
quartic scaling MP2 algorithm.
D. Parallelization
For the parallelization, we use a combination of MPI
and OpenMP. Since stochastic orbitals and overlap den-
sities can be generated independently on all MPI ranks,
the parallelization of the algorithm is rather simple and
efficient. However, the access to the shared memory of
the CPU sockets via OpenMP is favorable. Having the
entire set of HF orbitals (occupied+unoccupied) avail-
able at each MPI rank, allows to calculate the stochastic
orbitals (13) without MPI communication. For large cells
and large basis sets this requirement can quickly exceed
the memory per single CPU, making shared memory the
obvious solution. Hence, each MPI rank runs through
the algorithm depicted in Fig. 1 and calculates correlated
stochastic energies independently, whereas the OpenMP
parallelization works differently in each of the steps (i)-
(iii): In step (i) the BLAS routines are parallelized over
the OpenMP threads (OpenMP aware BLAS). In step
(ii) the FFTs are parallelized over the OpenMP threads
(OpenMP aware FFT). And in step (iii) the sums over
plane wavesG are parallelized over the OpenMP threads.
IV. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS
To compare the results with those of our recent pub-
lication of an exact quartic scaling MP2 algorithm [5]
we, again, chose lithium hydride (LiH) and methane in a
chabazite crystal as benchmark systems to test the par-
allelization efficiency, the system size scaling, the scaling
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Figure 2. Sample variance of the direct MP2 term at the
second τ -point for various supercells of LiH as a function of
the number of atoms squared. This graph shows that the
variance scales quadratically with the system size.
of the variance, and the competitivity of the stochas-
tic approach. All computations were performed on Intel
Xeon E5-2650 v2 2.8 GHz processors. The timings are
measured in CPU hours which is the CPU time in hours
multiplied by the number of employed CPUs. We use
VASP for all calculations, where we restrict on Γ-only
sampling of the Brillouine zone, a spin-restricted setting,
and 6 τ -points for the quadrature of the Laplace trans-
form (5). If not explicitly stated, real random coefficients
are used for the stochastic orbitals.
A. Measured scaling of the sample variance
The variance is estimated by the sample variance,
(στn)
2, as described in Sec. II C. In Fig. 2 the sam-
ple variance at the second τ -point of the τ quadrature
(which gives the largest contribution to the MP2 energy)
is plotted against the number of atoms squared. Since
this results in a straight line, we can conclude that the
variance possesses a quadratic scaling with the system
size for each τ point. If the stopping criterion for the al-
gorithm is given by a fixed absolute error, the sample size
n also needs to scale quadratically with the system size
for each τ point, since the error behaves as
√
(στn)
2/n.
B. Correlated sampling
In a previous section we derived that correlated sam-
pling reduces the computation time to a plateau, see Eq.
(27). We put this equation to test with a supercell of
solid LiH containing 32 atoms. The computation time
of each step of the algorithm, (i)-(iii) (see Sec. IIIA),
was measured against Nθ, which controls the correlated
sampling such that N2θ stochastic energies are calculated
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Figure 3. Reducing the computation time using correlated
sampling. The MP2 energy of a LiH supercell containing 32
atoms was calculated for different Nθ, controlling the corre-
lated sampling. The measured timings are in agreement with
the prediction in Eq. (27).
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Figure 4. Sample variance at the second τ -point for different
Nθ. For both, the direct and exchange part, the variance is
independent of the correlated sampling.
in each loop cycle. In Fig. 3 the computation time is
plotted against 1/Nθ, providing an apparent verification
of the 1/Nθ law of Eq. (27).
Furthermore, a priori it is not clear if the correlated
sampling affects the variance. To probe this, we plot
the sample variance of the second τ -point for both the
direct and exchange MP2 energy against Nθ, using the
same benchmark system. The result can be seen in Fig.
4. Apparently, there is no visible effect of the correlated
sampling, aside from stochastic fluctuations which are
smaller than 0.7 % . Thus, we assume the variance to be
constant with respect to Nθ.
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Figure 5. System size scaling of different MP2 algorithms in
VASP for various supercells of solid LiH. The red triangles
are stochastic MP2 calculations with a fixed absolute error of
17.3meV. The gray squares are stochastic MP2 calculations
with a fixed relative error of 0.135meV per valence band. The
black squares are calculations using the deterministic quintic
scaling algorithm [27, 28] and the black diamond symbols refer
to the recently published deterministic quartic scaling MP2
algorithm (LTMP2) [5].
C. Measured system size scaling and memory
consumption
In order to measure the scaling of the stochastic MP2
algorithm with the system size, calculations on various
supercells of LiH were performed. Figure 5 shows the
result. As predicted in section IIIA, the stochastic MP2
approach possesses a roughly cubic scaling, if a fixed ab-
solute error is imposed. For a fixed relative error (per
valence orbital) the scaling is roughly linear in the mea-
sured range of atoms. Detailed computational settings
are provided in Tab. I. We also checked the sensitivity of
the variance if the symmetry of a cell is broken. There-
fore, we performed the calculation with 32 LiH atoms
also with a supercell containing slightly displaced atoms,
corresponding to a snapshot of a supercell at 1000K. For
each τ point we found no measurable effect on the vari-
ance, besides fluctuations around 1%.
If the statistical error should be decreased by a factor
c, then the computation time increases by a factor of c2,
since the the statistical error decreases as 1/
√
n, as was
mentioned in the last section. Thus the break point of the
stochastic approach compared to the deterministic codes
depends mostly on the desired accuracy. Increasing, e.g.,
the accuracy of the stochastic calculations in Fig. 5 by a
factor of 10 would shift the stochastic lines upwards by
a factor of 100 in the computation time.
Regarding memory consumption the major contribu-
tion stems from the HF orbitals and the stochastic or-
bitals. In Tab. I the computational settings and the
memory consumption is presented for three systems, in-
cluding methane in a chabazite crystal and two differ-
CH4 in Chab. LiH LiH
#atoms 42 32 128
Ecut 750 eV 434 eV 434 eV
Eauxcut 500 eV 289 eV 289 eV
NG 18 873 2 563 10 263
NauxG 10 231 1 418 5 559
Nr 74 088 10 976 43 904
Ni 100 32 128
Na 37 660 5 104 20 400
Nθ 150 120 240
n for E(2)d 5.3 · 109 5.9 · 107 7.4 · 108
n for E(2)x 0.9 · 109 1.5 · 107 1.7 · 108
standard deviation 9.2 meV 13.8 meV 15.0 meV
CPU hours 7 121 8 398
HF orbitals 11.5 GB 238.2 MB 3.8 GB
stoch. orbitals 1.1 GB 130.3 MB 1.1 GB
total memory 13.4 GB 692.0 MB 6.1 GB
Table I. Computational settings and costs for different bench-
mark systems. The memory consumption is listed per MPI
rank. The difference between the total memory and the or-
bital memory consumption is also due to the module for the
statistic that temporarily stores the stochastic energies until
the next MPI communication. The standard deviation refers
to the statistical standard deviation of the MP2 energy, hence,
all calculation are converged well below 1 meV per valence
orbital, where Ni is the number of occupied/valence orbitals.
The sample size is denoted by n.
ent supercells of LiH. Of course, the memory require-
ments could be lowered considerably if the HF orbitals
are distributed over all MPI ranks instead of only over
the OpenMP threads, however, then the calculation of
the stochastic orbitals (i) would require MPI communi-
cation, which would lower the parallelization efficiency.
D. Measured parallelization efficiency
The parallelization with MPI and OpenMP is imple-
mented as described in Sec. IIID. We measured the
strong scaling of the stochastic MP2 algorithm for both
MPI and OpenMP separately. As benchmark systems we
used supercells of solid LiH with 128 atoms for the MPI
scaling and with 32 atoms for the OpenMP scaling. Fig-
ure 6 shows the result. As expected, the parallelization
with MPI is almost ideal, since communication is neces-
sary only when the statistics are updated and all stochas-
tic energies have to be gathered from all MPI ranks. The
OpenMP parallelization, which is useful only if shared
memory is required, shows also a tolerable strong scal-
ing. The lower efficiency is a consequence of the simul-
taneous memory access of the OpenMP threads as well
as the OpenMP overhead in e.g. OpenMP aware BLAS
and FFT routines.
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Figure 6. Strong scaling of the MPI (upper graph) and the
OpenMP parallelization (lower graph) for a stochastic MP2
calculation of a supercell of solid LiH containing 128 (upper)
and 32 (lower) atoms. In all calculations a fixed number of
stochastic energies was generated for each τ -point. In the
upper graph the number of OpenMP threads was fixed to 1
whereas in the lower graph the number of MPI ranks was
fixed to 16.
E. Measured variance with real and complex
random coefficients
How real numbers instead of complex random coef-
ficients affect the variance, as discussed in Sec. III B,
was measured for four different systems. Since the pre-
sented algorithm calculates the variance for each τ -point
individually, we compare the variance of the exchange
MP2 energy again at the second τ -point, τ2. Table II
shows that, for large systems, the variance roughly dou-
bles, as supposed, when changing from complex to real
random coefficients. However, for smaller systems, as for
the methane molecule, the variance increases by a factor
of 3.1 for real coefficients, making the calculation slower
by a factor of
√
3.1/2 = 1.24 at this τ -point. It seems,
that complex coefficients are beneficial for small systems,
where the larger memory consumption is unproblematic
and the speed up can be exploited. For larger systems,
Variance at τ2 [eV2]
System real complex ratio
CH4 in Chab. 3664.36 1736.57 2.1
CH4 9.38 3.03 3.1
LiH (32 atoms) 133.01 56.21 2.4
LiH (128 atoms) 1748.56 829.18 2.1
Table II. Ratio of the sample variance at the second τ point of
the exchange MP2 part for calculations with real and complex
coefficients for the stochastic orbitals.
algo. E(2)ad E
(2)
ad |Eauxcut→∞ CPU hours
MP2 [27] 298.98 n/a 17 448
LTMP2 [5] 299.02 294.83 3 769
stoch. MP2 254± 50 261± 50 788
stoch. MP2 318± 23 316± 23 3 518
stoch. MP2 287± 15 281± 15 10 988
Table III. Correlation part of the adsorption energy in meV
of a methane molecule in a chabazite crystal cage using three
different MP2 algorithms in VASP. Here, E(2)ad |Eauxcut→∞ stands
for the result of the internal cutoff extrapolation.
real random coefficients outperform the approach with
complex random coefficients, since the effect on the com-
putation time is negligible but the memory consumption
is halved.
F. Adsorption energy of methane in a chabazite
crystal cage
In our previous publication [5], where we presented
a deterministic and quartic scaling MP2 algorithm for
solids (LTMP2), we calculated the MP2 correlation part
of the adsorption energy of a methane molecule (CH4)
in a chabazite crystal (AlHO24Si11) cage. The geom-
etry of the chabazite crystal and the position of the
methane molecule are taken from [19] and then reop-
timized using the optB88-vdW functional [52]. We re-
peated the calculation with the presented stochastic MP2
approach, using the exact same computational settings
(see Tab. I for CH4 in Chab.). The calculation consists
of three steps, calculating the MP2 correlation energy of
the bare methane molecule, the bare chabazite cage, and
the methane molecule inside the chabazite cage. Table
III shows the result for the adsorption energy and the
computation time for the stochastic MP2 approach, and
the two other MP2 algorithms [5, 27] in VASP. Those can
be used as a reference. If an error below 5% is required,
the stochastic MP2 approach outperforms the determin-
istic quintic scaling algorithm [27] but is not competitive
compared to the deterministic quartic scaling MP2 code
[5]. The stochastic algorithm is favourable only if an er-
ror of about 20% is accepted.
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V. CONCLUSION
We implemented a stochastic algorithm to calculate
the MP2 correlation energy of three dimensional peri-
odic systems in VASP. The parallelization is highly ef-
ficient such that thousands of CPUs can be used. In
principal, the exact MP2 energy can be reached employ-
ing sufficiently large samples for each τ -point and the
internal basis set extrapolation. We found a cubic scal-
ing with the system size, if a fixed absolute statistical
error is required. Linear scaling could be reached for a
fixed relative error per valence orbital. This is a con-
sequence of the quadratic scaling of the variance with
the system size. We also demonstrated the limits of the
stochastic approach by calculating the adsorption energy
of a methane molecule in a chabazite crystal cage. If er-
rors of about 20% are acceptable for this calculation, the
stochastic approach is preferable, however, an error of
about 5% already leads to a higher computational effort
than for the deterministic quartic scaling algorithm.
We believe that stochastic approaches are indeed a
promising way to handle the high computational effort
of MP2 calculations, however, we emphasize, that the
advantage of the lower complexity can quickly be com-
pensated by a larger prefactor when high accuracies are
required. It is indispensable to develop techniques that
considerably reduce the sample variance, if statistical er-
rors below 1 meV per valance band are required.
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